INTRODUCTION
First of all, we give a list of abbreviations (see Table I ) that are used frequently in this paper. " x in a set Y a single point in the unit closed interval without the loss of some valuable information" [1] . In fuzzy decision-making problems, the memberships' grades are very individual and usually depends on the assessment of individual experts and thus cannot be confirmed. is more practical and authentic than a single-point value. There, we observe that I-V-FS theory is one of the useful generalization of fuzzy set, independently presented by Zadeh [2] , GrattanGuiness [3] and Jahn [4] at the same time. Extending the idea of Rosenfeld's fuzzy subgroups [5] , Biswas [6] for the first time employed the concept given in [2] [3] [4] in groups and coined the idea of I-V fuzzy subgroup. Davvaz [7] further extended the concept of [6] to hyper structure and initiated the idea of I-V fuzzy subhypergroup. Let   S and "  " be an associative binary operation on S , then ) , (  S is knows as a semigroup. Narayanan and Manikantan [8] employed I-V-FS theory in semigroup and initiated the concepts of I-V fuzzy ideals. They further characterized semigroups in terms these I-V fuzzy ideals.
, where  is an ordered relation, then ) , , (   S is called an ordered semigroup. Extending the concept of [8] to ordered semigroups Shabir and Khan [9] and defined the concepts of I-V fuzzy ideals. Consider , then  y is said to quasi-coincident with A . These relations of a fuzzy point and a fuzzy set played an important role to provide more generalized form of Rosenfeld's fuzzy subgroups. Using theses relations between a fuzzy points and fuzzy subsets, Bhakat and Das [12] extended the idea of Rosenfeld's fuzzy subgroups and indtroduced the concept of ) , ( q    -fuzzy subgroups. By using the combined notions of fuzzy point belongingness and quasicoincident relations with a fuzzy subset Davvaz and Khan [13] generalized the ideas of Kehayopulu and Tsingelis [14] and defined fuzzy filters of type ) ,
. Jun et al. [15] further study the ideas of [14] and defined the notion of ) , (
-fuzzy left (right) filters of ordered semigroups. In addition, Davvaz et al. [16] and Khan et al. [17] further generalized the concepts given in [14, 15] and defined respectively the concepts of I-V ) ,
In this paper, we further study the concepts given in [16, 17] and try to obtain another generalization of the concepts defined in [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . In this regard the notion of I-V ) , 
II. PRELIMINARIES
We need to recall some fundamental concepts that are required to carry out this study easily. Throughout this paper an ordered semigroup is represented by S unless otherwise stated.
For a non-empty subsets A and B of S we have the sets
. Then  is called a left filter of S whenever the following statements hold simultaneously:
If  satisfy Statements ) ( 1 b , ) ( 2 b and the following statement simultaneously, then  is called a right filter:
If  is a left as well as right filter, then  is said to be a two sided filter or simply a filter. 
If the Statements ) ( 5 b , ) ( 6 b given above and the Statement ) ( 8 b given below hold simultaneously, then F is FRF of S :
Now we recall some interval-valued fuzzy concepts.
In this study, for 1 0 
An I-V-FS I defined on a S is denoted and defined as
denotes the degree of the membership of an element y in I . If
 and from this point see a fuzzy subset as a special case of I-V-FS. For the sake of convenience it is assumed that
the above discussion it is clear that an I-V-FS I is characterized respectively by the lower and upper limits
, then we write
.
An I-V-FS I of an ordered semigroup S of the form
is called an I-V-FP with value  and support y and is represented by  y . The I-V-FP  y is said to be contained or
and is denoted by .
then the I-V-FP  y is said to be quasi-coincident with I and is written as I q y  . We write
The I-V-FS I of S is known as I-V-FLF if the following statements hold simultaneously for each y x, in S :  .
If I is both I-V-FLF and I-V-FRF, then I is called I-V-FF.
III. A NEW GENERALIZATION OF INTERVAL-VALUED FUZZY FILTERS
Here, we provide a generalization of the concepts given in [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . We introduce the notion of I-V ) ,
Throughout this paper, we let ]
, then we say that the I-V-FP  y ~-belongs to I and is denoted by I x t  . On the other hand, if 
A. Definition
Let I be an I-V-FS of S . If I satisfy the following conditions simultaneously for all y x, in S and
B. Example
Define the order relation as:
and multiplication on the elements of
as given in Table II:   TABLE II. MULTIPLICATION TABLE OF Further define I-V-FS I on S as:
By routine calculation it can be shown that 
C. Theorem
Let I be an I-V-FS of S and y x, are arbitrary elements of S . Then I is an I-V ) , (δ q      -FLF of S if and only if the following statements are simultaneously true: 
) a contradiction and hence (1) holds.
Consider (2) Conversely, let I satisfy Statement (1), (2) and (3) 
Secondly, take y x, from S such that I xy
and by Statement (2) we have Conversely, take two arbitrary elements x and y from S and consider I y   , then by Statement (4) the following inequality can be written: 
E. Corollary
Let y x, be arbitrary members of S and I be I-V-FS of . S Then the following Statements are equivalent:
(5) The following inequalities hold:
-FRF of S if and only if Statements (5.1), (5.2) of Corollary 3.5 and the following statement hold simultaneously for each y x, in S :
The following two results (Theorem 3.7 and Theorem 3.8) link left (resp. right) filters with I-V ) ,
G. Theorem
Consider the level subset ) ;
(  
I. Example
From Example 3.3 we observe that the I is I-V ) , (
Now it is natural to ask that under which circumstances an I-
-FLF will be I-V-FLF. In this regards, we provide the following theorem answers to this question.
J. Theorem
Proof. Choose arbitrary elements y x, from S such that y x  and assume that I is I-V ) , 
